Snowboard California

TOUR INFO
Duration: 2 Weeks
Cost per person:
$5000 (based upon
double occupancy)
Departure Dates: March
10, June 15, September 24.
Included: All meals
and lodging.
Not included: Travel
insurance, travel to and
from departure city.
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Explore California

Nothing says extreme winter experience like surfing down a mountain without a care
in the world. While snowboarding may not have been invented in California, with
our experience surfing the waves and skating through the neighborhoods, you
could say we perfected it. Whether you want to slide down a bunny slope or shred
a McTwist on the half-pipe, we’ve got more than 30 mountain resorts to show you.
And if you would rather watch than participate, California is also the home to the
ever-exciting X-Games; the pinnacle of extreme sports. So whether you’re a slopestyler or a boardercross racer, come out to California and we’ll hook you up.
California is uniquely positioned for winter sports. provide the perfect combination of sunny weather,
With the wind Jet Stream moving from west to east cool temperatures and fantastic snowfall to entice
across the United States, a coastal mountain range, any snowman or snowwoman to enjoy their stay.
and the mighty Sierra Nevada range on the eastern
border, California receives a lot of moisture in the Types of Snowboarding
winter and where the mountains rise from the valley All of the various types of snowboarding are popular
floor — a consistent and persistent blanket of snow in California: freeride, freestyle, and freecarve or
for everyone to enjoy. Since California has the tallest race. Freeride snowboarding is the most common
peak in the lower 48 (Mount Whitney), we often have type of snowboarding — it consists of just gliding
the best skiing and snowboarding in the nation. All down any hill or mountain. It can be as simple as a
along the length of California, from Bear Mountain bunny hill for beginners and as complex and beauand Baldy Mountain in the south to Squaw Valley tiful as aerial flips from snow hills and twists or
(home of the 1960 Winter Olympics) to Mt. Shasta the long, deep, slow turns of alpine snowboarding.
Ski Resort, the towering Sierra Nevada Mountains Most riders will learn the basics of freeride before
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attempting any other style and 90% of riders will
stay with freeride as their primary type of ride. Freestyle riders make use of manmade features, like
jumps, rails, halfpipes and any other object that
riders can use to perform any number of amazing
feats of daring-do. One of the first tricks that any
rider will learn is the “jib” or grind where a rider will
slide on an object not made or covered with snow.
The last type of riding is the freecarve style. Much
like skiing, freecarve is most likely seen in race or
slalom experiences. More often seen in European
resorts, it is still extremely popular in California and
can be done at any of the incredible resorts found
in the Sierra Nevada Mountains.
Snow Resorts
Some of the most important snow resorts in the
world are found in California. Squaw Valley was the
host of the 1960 Olympic Games and is commonly
considered one of the finest snow resorts. Mammoth
Mountain holds some of the most challenging runs
in the world — including the only quad-diamond run.
Mt. Baldy is so connected to the southern California
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lifestyle that we regularly put together Surf/Turf/
Snow packages where on spring days we present
you with a surfing morning in Orange County, a
mountain bike expedition on Saddleback Mountain,
and finally a night skiing session n Mt. Baldy — all
the features and experiences of California in one day.
Ski Packages
Besides the aforementioned Surf/Turf/Snow
package, we at Explore California have dozens of
both a la carte and all-in-one packages available
for you to stretch your snowboarding legs. We
can put you on any mountain you would like to
carve down — even those without resorts. We have
several fully “adventure skiing” packages where we
put you in the wilderness of Donner Lake and you
have to cross-country ski and snowboard you way
back to civilization. Nothing says living like blasting
down Donner Pass to Lake Tahoe with the ghosts
of history and your own fear behind you. So join
us — experience everything the Pacific coast has
to offer and Explore Snowboarding in California.

Snowboarding was
developed in the 1960s
and the 1970s by
renowned extreme sports
and snowboard expert
Francis Wilkinson.
In 1998 , snowboarding
became an official
Winter Olympic Sport.
Words such as “dude”, “gnarly”,
and “Shred the Gnar” are some
examples of words used in
the snowboarding culture.
Shaun White is one of the
most famous professional
snowboarders. He is the
subject of two documentaries
and multiple video games.
www.usasa.org The official
site of the USA Snowboard
Association. Great information
on competitions, rankings
and regional events
and snow conditions.
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